Using methods due to Hooley [3] and Erdös and Turan [2] the following results will be proved: In order to find a lower bound for the sum Sv~ . F im, h) Cauchy's inequality is used and to utilize it to the full advantage we find the number of integers ztz, 0 < m < v, such that F(ttz, h) = 0" For if this number is vih), then
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by (2) .
Combining (3) and (4) Thus (5) and (6) give
This inequality is valid also when h = 0, since then the left-hand side is N, +2/V, + 3/V3 + ... = lk , (¿,
It is a simple exercise to show that z k+i + ™h+2 *-j-| ¿*(*+i)\4mtr¿,)2+^.
The series on the left-hand side of (7) 
